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 Hopefully you all had a happy and prosperous holiday season.  As I am writing this, 
school has not started yet, and we still have lots of children painting this week.  
But next week school starts, and we will have some time to reflect on our holiday season 
and look forward to summer.

 We like to take some time as soon after the holidays as possible to make some notes for 
next year.  (Did we run low on ornaments?  Did we have too many ornaments?  
Was there anything unusual about the weather?)  We write down as much as we can 
that will help us do a better job of planning for next year.   

 And then we start planning for this year.  If camps are important to your business, 
you are probably deep into the planning stages with new camp projects.  
Share ideas with friends.  And if you are not one to chat on the CCSA website, 
you may be missing out on some good ideas and some good friendships.  Try it!

 Check out our supplier’s websites, too.  Many of their websites have project ideas 
that we can use for camps or classes. 

 We’re all in this together. 

Sandi Kirkwood,
CCSA President

The cover photo is one of over 150 
new stock photos that you can find on:

www.ccsaonline.com 
in the stock photos area of the Marketing section.

Thanks to Andi Summers and Dani Olmi 
at Dish Ceramics in England for their work on this project.
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Dear Members,

 Getting off to a great start in 2008 for me involves initiating programs to meet the 
Strategic Goals of the CCSA.  In the last issue, I outlined the Strategic Goals for CCSA.  
What’s probably even more important to you, though, is the Mission of the CCSA.  

 Over the past 11 years, the CCSA has been extremely successful financially.  What’s more, 
when we compare ourselves to similar sized institutions, we far outspend them in member 
benefits while keeping our administrative costs low.  But what does that mean to you and 
your business? In “Good to Great and the Social Sectors” by Jim Collins, this issue is 
addressed very directly.  “In the social sectors, money is only an input, and not a measure 
of greatness.  A great organization is one that delivers superior performance and makes 
a distinctive impact over a long period of time...(in the social sectors) performance must 
be assessed relative to mission, not financial returns....the critical question to ask is  
“How effectively do we deliver on our mission and make a distinctive impact, 
relative to our resources?””

CCSA Mission: Providing an environment and structure for all contemporary 
ceramic studios to learn, grow and profit by researching and developing programs, 
sharing concepts, and building long-lasting relationships among all members.  

 The CCSA is a non profit organization working to help you be more successful in your 
business!   That means when we make a profit (as you’ll see we did in 2007 when the Annual Report 
is released), we look for ways to use that money to help you learn, grow, and profit.  Current 
programs include Classes to help you become more Profitable, a Continuing Education Program 
to help educate you and help you train employees, more professional looking Clip Art for our 
International Members, a Glass DVD, the 2008 Convention in Phoenix this Sept 5-8th, hiring a 
new Member Relations Director, and a new Toll Free number so you can easily reach any of our 
staff.  And that’s just this spring and summer!  Look for even more great benefits in the fall and 
winter of this year.

 If you have thoughts on how we can continue to deliver on our mission and make an 
impact on your business, I’d love to hear about them.  Please feel free to email me at 
angiev@ccsaonline.com or call me at the number below.

 I hope you have a very Successful 2008!

 Sincerely,

 Angie Verburg
 CCSA CEO
 Your Partner in Success
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New               Toll Free Number

888-291-CCSA (2272) 
Confused by who to call and what number to call when you need to contact us? 
The CCSA has a new phone system complete with new phone numbers 
to contact the CCSA staff. 

There are two new phone numbers: 
 888-291-CCSA(2272) – TOLL FREE for domestic use 
 805-265-5428 - for international use 

Once you call either of the above phone numbers, you can reach 
Angie, Rhonda, and Susan through the following extensions: 

 1 –  Membership: information on CCSA’s programs or the CCSA website 

 2 –  Supplier of studios: questions about advertising or 
  exhibiting at convention 

 3 –  Usernames & passwords: updates to business info or 
  studio locator listing 

 4 –  Convention questions 

 5 –  Rhonda Bennett, Member Relations Director 

 6 –  Angie Verburg, CEO 

 7 –  Susan Walker, Administrative Assistant 

!
!

!

!
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 by Alyson Udell, Duncan Ceramics

trend 
FLASH

A continuing 
series on design 
and style trends 

which affect you 
and your studio.

 With the merging of fashion and home décor, it 
was bound to happen...the quilted Chanel hand-
bag has inspired the home décor market.  Okay, 
not just Chanel (it just happens to be my favorite 
inspiration!)...faceted porcelain is being used in jewelry, 
quilted fabrics are being used for quilts (how genius!), 
and pounded metal is being formed into frames.  
 While fashion and home décor trends used to 
be quite separated both in style and time, the gap is 
lessening, and more than ever, home décor is taking 
cues from the fashion market.  While Burberry, Betsy 
Johnson, and Bebe introduced quilted fabric shoes 
in their Fall 2007 collections, Z Gallerie introduced 
quilted bedding, Starbuck’s launched a quilted ceramic 
mug line, and L’Objet presented a dinnerware set that 
features magnificent scales of precious metal inspired 
by the Greco-Roman treasures of the ancient world.  
It doesn’t stop there, as you can find wooden room 
screens, ceramic lamps, sterling-silver frames, and pol-
ished-nickel pull knobs that feature textured, quilted, or diamond 
shapes.  Texture is hot!

TExTuRE - iT’S MORE ThAn juST A FEELing!
 Curiosity about the meaning of texture prompted a Google! 
search...at the top of the list was a Wikipedia definition as follows... 
 “Texture refers to the properties held and sensations caused by 
the external surface of objects received through the sense of touch.  
Texture is sometimes used to describe the feel of non-tactile sensa-
tions.  Texture can also be termed as a pattern that has been scaled 
down (especially in case of two dimensional non-tactile textures) 
where the individual elements that go on to make the pattern not 
distinguishable.
 Texture may also refer to:
	 •	 Texture	(painting),	feel	of	the	canvas	based	on	the	
  paint used and its method of application 
	 •	 Texture	(music),	a	way	to	vaguely	describe	the	overall	
  sound of a piece of music 
	 •	 Texture	(crystalline),	the	property	of	a	material’s	individual	
  crystallites sharing some degree of orientation 
	 •	 Texture	(geology),	the	physical	appearance	or	character	
  of a rock 
	 •	 Texture	(computer	graphics),	a	bitmap	image	applied	to	
  a surface in computer graphics 
	 •	 Texture	(food),	the	way	food	feels	in	a	person’s	mouth	
	 •	 Textures	(band),	a	metal	band	from	Netherlands	
	 •	 Soil	texture,	describes	the	relative	proportion	of	
  grain sizes of a soil or any unconsolidated material 

 

•	 Texture	(cosmology),	a	
 type of theoretical 
 topological defect in the 
 structure of space time. 
•	 Character	structure,	
 various life experiences resulting 
	 in	the	“texture”	of	one’s	character”		
 (source: wikipedia.org)

 I’ll be honest...I had no idea texture meant 
so many things, but it makes sense.  Texture is about 
sensations - touch, taste, sight, sound, and smell - and in 
your business, texture is about touch and sight.

TExTuRE - whAT iT MEAnS in yOuR STudiO
 Have you noticed that customers typically pick up several 
pieces of bisque prior to choosing the final shape?  It’s not 
because they like the feel of bisque, but rather because they just 
love to “feel” shapes and textures.  Ceramic Arts is a personal 
experience that will cause people to use many senses at once 
to discover.  Think of your studio as a pet adoption center...a 
woman walks in with her child, and they immediately head for 
the open pen of puppies where they hold, cuddle, smell, and talk 
to the puppy prior to the child convincing mom to buy it.  When 
the puppies are locked in glass cages, there isn’t a personal bond 
created, and I would bet that fewer puppies are sold from the 
closed cages versus open pens.  Bisque can be looked at in the 



same way.  Allow and even encourage your customers to hold 
and touch the bisque so that they make a personal connection.  
Your customers want to know for themselves how deep the 
oversized mug is or just how slanted the slant box really is.  Since 
some people (like me) can’t stand the feel of bisque, entice them 
with finished pieces that can be touched.  There is just some-
thing incredible about the feel of clear glazed pottery...so slick 
and beautiful that you just can’t help but run your hand across 
the glass-like surface.  Heighten the sensation with dimensional 
glazes on finished samples!

TEACh yOuR CuSTOMERS hOw TO CREATE 
TExTuRE wiTh undERgLAzES uSing A FEw 
EASy TEChniquES:  
 SgRAFFiTO: Create a design by gently scratching through 

unfired underglaze color applied to the bisque to 
reveal another color or the bisque beneath it.   

 SPATTERing: Using a large paint-
brush, simply spatter blobs of color 

onto bisque and once fired, the 
piece will have a variety of high 

and low texture points.
gLAzE LAyERing: 

Apply a dimensional 
glaze onto bisque and 
paint a layer of under-
glaze on top to create 
a texture that you’ll 
swear is part of the 
bisque design.
     Promote glazes 
that are textural 
in terms of color.  
Texture is not always 
about a physical 
touch...it can also be 
achieved with shades 
and tones of color.  

There are glazes avail-
able that with just one 

stroke of a brush, create two 
different colors, each with its 

own shading and tone definition.
  Make the texture trend easy 

for your customer to achieve by provid-
ing textured bisque for purchase.  Not only 

is the bisque already textured, but you can also 
show your customer how to “texture with color” by applying a 
light color first, then once dry, apply a dark color over the light 
color and immediately wipe off to leave the dark color only in 
the textured crevices.  
 Texture can be spiky, bumpy, shiny, smooth, rough, furry, 
fluffy, sharp, polished, pointed...well, the list could go on and on.  
Although typically associated with touch, texture can enhance 
any of the five senses in ways beyond a physical feeling.  Enhance 
the sensual experience in your studio, and you will enhance your 
customers’ personal experience, which after all, is what your 
studio is all about - the personal experience. 
 For questions and comments concerning this column, email 
Alyson Udell at audell@duncanmail.com or check out her blog 
at www.duncanfashiongirl.blogspot.com.
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oN The roAd
By Bonnie Karet, Top Banana; Mud Monkey Pottery and Art Studio

 As of January, 2008, Marcia 
Norment has seven years under her 
belt as the owner of a small busi-
ness.  In the small business owner 
world, that puts her in an elite 
group.  In the PYOP world, it makes 
her an official guru.  
 Any of us who have been open 
for longer than a year know that 
this, like any other business, is a 
fluid proposition.  You can’t just 
come up with one plan and think 
that other variables won’t change.  
In Marcia’s seven years, she has 
responded to her ever-changing 
market and needs by moving to a 
larger space, adding different prod-
uct offerings, creatively marketing, 
and honing that all important pulse 
of the business, customer service.  
So Marcia is a guru, and yet, after all 
of those years and experience un-
der her belt, she is still posting on 
the chatter board with really good 
questions, asking for advice, asking 
what the rest of us do in certain 
situations, and sometimes, coura-
geously delivering blunt truths to 
those of us with stars in our eyes.  
 In the face of a struggling 
economy, Marcia is once again 
preparing to change, to evolve, to 
reinvent her lively studio, S’Platters.  
But first, she had to deal with the 
question that we all ask ourselves 
at various times in our entrepre-
neurships (not unlike a marriage):  
Is this still what I want?
 And her answer was this:  
Everything must change.  It had 
to be a whole person makeover; 
body, mind, and spirit, otherwise 
known as a mid-life celebration.  
Exercising, reconnecting with her 
church, hiring a business coach, 
eating right, among other things, all 
played a part in her journey back 
to enthusiasm.  Marcia embraces 
this new state of being with the 
same thoughtfulness and wit that 
she gives everyone and everything 

Happy painters at S’Platters!

Happy bear stuffers 
MacKenzie and Zoey Karet.

Marcia Norment 
with manager Beth.
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Sarasota, Florida.
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fortunate enough to fall under her gaze.  Her efforts are paying 
off.  S’Platters  has experienced the best start to a new year ever 
this January. 
 After spending a day with Marcia at S’Platters, one thing is 
clear: She loves her store. S’Platters is a bright open studio that 
delivers the promises made on the windows:  Fun, kid friendly.  
The bisque display near the front of the store, which Marcia is 
especially proud of, is cleverly laid out so that as you browse, you 
are led naturally to other product offerings, such as glass.  On 
the back wall is a colorful and inviting Critters station and mosa-
ics display.  Marcia says Moms like that the unbreakable stuff is 
on one wall because they can sit away from the pottery and glass 
and relax with small children.  
 Marcia has two party rooms, both beautifully painted and 
decorated with an eclectic mix of charming old and new fur-
niture.  The big party room even has a piano!  There is a large 
spotless kiln room, a small office, a separate pick up area brim-
ming with shiny masterpieces, and a slick professional checkout 
area with a POS checkout system.  Two paint bars, one for under 
glazes and one for acrylics, are attractively set up and have clear 
instructions posted.  The tie-dye station is really amazing, with 
shirts neatly folded, stacked, ready to be plucked from the shelf 
and dyed like one of the vibrant samples hanging on the wall. 
 When I asked Marcia what she was most proud of, she told 
me it was her flowing bisque display and that people come to 
her studio to have fun.  And then she told me something that 
made me see the original spark that started her in this crazy 
business in the first place.  She told me that every once in a 
while, she paints something for her parents, and when she goes 
to visit, she sees her artwork proudly displayed.  She sees it with 
new eyes and thinks, “Wow, I did that.”  She experiences herself 
what we wish for our customers--the joy of creating and pride in 
our beautiful creations

how did you get started in the PyOP business?
 I was 39 years old, with a successful career in the corporate 
world on my resume.  But though the last three jobs looked 
good on paper, I was discontent and trying to figure out what I 
really wanted to do and be.  A group of women in my office went 
to a local PYOP for a bachelorette party.  I checked out their 
corporate website and saw the franchise idea, which nudged me 
with the thought that I could do this.  About the same time, I had 
met the man I’m now married to, and we were making plans to 
merge households.  So, I quit my job, moved a few miles south 
to his house, opened the store, got married and had a baby, all in 
two years time.

during the planning phase, what resources did you find 
most valuable?
 The year I was thinking about opening (2000), the CCSA 
convention was held in Orlando.  I actually explored the fran-
chise first, even going to California to meet with the owners.  I 
thought they were great, but they had a questionnaire designed 
to help figure out if the franchise was for you.  What it did for 
me was confirm that I wasn’t the franchise type and that I could 
do this on my own.  I did hear about CCSA from them though, 
and quickly signed up to go to the convention being held practi-
cally in my backyard.  After asking lots of questions, I heard about 
the idea of hiring a consultant and found Connie Speer.  And, of 
course, I’ve been a heavy user of the Chat Board from early on.
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describe your location.
 My studio is in a strip cen-
ter, which seems to be unique in 
the world:  every unit/building 
is owned by someone else.  It’s 
across from a regular shopping 
center with the best grocery 
store, Books A Million, Old Navy, 
Panera Bread, Michaels, and 
much more.  We are actually 
right across from one of the two 
main entrances to that shopping 
center.  Walk-by traffic is almost 
non-existent, though.  Every-
one is driving.  I still think it is 
possibly the best location 
in Sarasota.  This area is 
weird.  There is no good 
movie theater/shopping 
center in town.

have you diversified 
and how?
 Well, I started off 
being overwhelmed with 
just the fired pottery part!  
Couldn’t even imagine 
doing summer camp, and 
parties were quite simple.  
Now we have pottery 
with glazes and acrylics, 
mosaics, stuff your own 
teddy bears, glass fusing, 
and tie-dye.  Plus lots of 
party options and multi-
craft camps.

which product offerings have been the most successful?
 PYOP is still the bulk of the business.  But it also gets the 
most floor space.

do you have a retail area in your store?
 Yes, we do, and it’s an extension of pottery painting.  That’s 
where we display the specialty glazes we do have (Mayco’s Crys-
talites, Confetti, Glitter Glaze, Snowfall, Wax Resist, Chalkboard, 
etc.) as well as brushes and 2 oz bottles of Stroke and Coat for 
pottery-to-go.

what business practices do you find most valuable?
 1) Scheduling employees one month at a time, and being 
clear and firm about employee policies.
 2) Having a POS system so we can track and look up cus-
tomer purchases.
 3) Collecting customer email addresses so we can eas-
ily send promotional and informational e-newsletters to many 
people.

what do you think are the most common mistakes 
PyOP owners make?
 My guess is that the most common mistake is to start the 
business without an accurate picture of the revenue and profit 

potential.  The second big mis-
take is to not pay attention to 
the difference between profit 
and cash flow.  It didn’t dawn on 
me for years that positive cash 
flow was so important.

List the top 3 things you do 
to increase profitability.
    #3 is to control expenses.  
I wish I could go back, knowing 
what I know now, and cut some 
expenses from the first 2-3 
years.  When I started I spent 
money on some seriously silly 
things, such as printed letter-
head and envelopes and plant 
rentals.  Once you get past the 
silly stuff, managing inventory 
and payroll is big.
    #2 is to provide excellent 
customer service.  Room for 
improvement is always available 
in this area.  If customers are 
not happy with you, you will not 
survive.
    #1 is to increase sales.  I 
could run through a whole list 
of marketing ideas and prac-
tices, but frankly, I’m having 
trouble with this one right now 
in the face of the local econom-
ic situation.  Sarasota has been 
extremely hard hit by the real 
estate downturn.

what have been your most effective marketing tools?
 Good customer service is the one tool you cannot do without, 
because that generates positive word of mouth.  We ask people 
how they heard of us, and the most frequent answer by far is from 
a friend or relative.  Good parties also pull new people in.  For 
additional exposure, we’ve felt television does us good.  We’ll adver-
tise on cable, mostly on kids’ channels such a Nickelodeon.  I get 
positive feedback, too, on our regular emails to customers.  Email 
is an easy and cheap way to get a message out.  Using Constant 
Contact for email means we can see how many people we reached.

what is your favorite thing about this industry?
 My favorite thing about this industry is other people in the in-
dustry - other studio owners and suppliers.  At my first convention 
in 2000, I was struck by how friendly and unpretentious the people 
are.  When making the final decision to open, the fact that I felt like 
I could fit in was important.  Despite how talkative I may be on the 
Chat Board, I’m a naturally shy person, so that was big!

 how do you stay enthusiastic about your business?
 This question is both easy and difficult.  In my previous ca-
reer, the longest I ever stayed with one company was just under 
5 years.  I’ve been doing this now (including the planning stage) 
for 7.5 years.  That’s huge!  So, the easy answer is it just happens, 
because I get to set my own hours, make my own decisions, in-

“Now we have 
pottery with glazes 
and acrylics, mosaics, 
stuff your own teddy 
bears, glass fusing, 
and tie-dye.  Plus 
lots of party options 
and multi-craft 
camps.”



teract with fun people, and turn my attention to whatever I want 
to do next.  I had many moments when it has occurred to me 
that here I am, wearing shorts and a t-shirt, breaking down boxes 
and schlepping them to the trash (for example) and if I were 
still in the corporate world I’d be wearing a suit, answering to 
the next higher-up person on the ladder, and following through 
on decisions I though were silly or wrong.  Not everyone would 
agree, but I’m happier in shorts than a suit.
 The difficult answer is that my thoughts and feelings about 
the business keep evolving.  I’ve just hired a business coach to 
help me figure out what comes next.  It can be hard to know 
what answer I really want when it’s obscured by the endless real-
ity of dealing with difficult employees and customers and striving 
to keep enough customers coming in the door in the face of a 
beleaguered economy and rising expenses.

how do you balance being a mother, wife, and business 
owner?
 I am fortunate that my 5-year-old son still loves coming to 
the store, and that his school (he’s in kindergarten) is only a mile 
from the store.  Before this year, we’ve also had good preschools 
for him.  My husband’s schedule is somewhat flexible, so if I can’t 
be somewhere, he usually can.  Having employees is a must.  Hav-
ing access to the store computer from home is also a must.  I 
usually feel that my store and my son split most of my attention 
and what’s left goes to being married and to being myself.

describe your expectation of customer service.
 If I go into a store, I expect to be treated as if I matter, and as 
if my needs are legitimate.  I want the staff to be courteous, well 
informed, and interested in meeting my needs.  If I have a problem, 
I want an effort to be made to fix the problem to my satisfac-
tion.  I don’t want anyone else’s problems of the day to interfere 
with my day.  I want the product or service to meet or exceed my 
expectations.  For a little something extra, I’d like a positive experi-
ence that brightens my day and/or improves my life, if possible.

do you have a mission statement?
 Yes.  My personal mission statement, which I’ve extended to 
the studio, is to demonstrate and encourage creative expression 
inspiring compassion, connection, and hope.

do you find owning a business to be intellectually 
stimulating?
 I wouldn’t define it that narrowly.  Intellectually stimulating 
sounds rather cut and dried, like a physics lecture might be intel-
lectually stimulating.  I think owning a business is a terrific vehicle 
for personal growth.  It’s making me smarter and wiser.

if you could offer advice to a new owner, what would it 
be?
 If you’ve never had your own business before, it is much 
more demanding than you can possibly imagine at this point.  
Plan financially for a slow start to your business; plan operation-
ally for more business than you can handle.  Hire a consultant to 
get you started, and hire a business coach to keep you going.  Ask 
lots and lots of questions of everyone, and then do what seems 
right to you.  No one has all the answers...if they tell you they do, 
run.  No matter how many similarities you might find with oth-
ers, your journey of business ownership is going to be unique to 
you.  Remember to have fun.
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By Richard Morse
Director of Studios, Petroglyph Inc.

 Have you ever found yourself watching an infomercial for 
a product that you definitely don’t need, but by the end of the 
segment, you have phone in hand?  Why did you suddenly want 
this product?  Was it useful?  Was it unusual or difficult to obtain 
otherwise?  Or was it the enthusiasm and gusto with which they 
were hocking their product that drew you in? 
 Enthusiasm is the lifeblood with which your business will 
thrive.  All the products and clever marketing won’t sustain the 
guests once they enter your studio.  The zest with which you 
present all that they experience will be the memory that you 
create for them. 
 So, the question becomes: how do you sustain that enthusi-
asm through the multitude of challenging customers and sprint-
ing three year olds?  Begin by remembering that every challenge 
you face is an opportunity to help your business to succeed.  Ev-
ery difficult guest wants to be a loyal one, and you are certainly 
up to the task.
 First: Smile.  Ah, yes, so simple and yet so difficult.  I can read 
your mind across the miles.  “Sometimes I don’t feel like smil-
ing.”  Tough!  Fake it, at first.  Smile just to practice smiling.  Oh, 
don’t worry; it will feel foolish and inane.  It will also make you 
genuinely smile.  There are times when taking yourself a little less 
seriously will help ease the tension in your jaw.
 Now, remind yourself that this is your domain.  You’ve cre-
ated this world, and it should be wonderful.  If it doesn’t feel 
wonderful, make it so.  You have the power to change all that is 
in your domain.  Empower your studio to inspire you when you 
have forgotten your enthusiasm at home. 
 Enthusiasm is contagious.  Greet your guests, show them 
new pieces, teach them a brushstroke, and show them a beautiful 
piece that just came out of the kiln.  All before they even decide 
to sit down and paint. 

Compare these two experiences:
 
 Guest walks in, browses for a moment or two, and is greeted with 
a wave from the back of the studio.  After walking through the entire 
space,	an	employee	treats	them	to	the	ol’	“Have	you	been	here	be-
fore?” or “Are you here to pick up?”  The guest takes a brochure and 
wanders away with a bewildered look on their face.  What memory 
did they leave with?

And now.    

 Guest walks in and is greeted warmly.  They begin to browse, 
and before they get even half way through the studio, they are given 
a brochure and asked, “What brought you into our studio today?”  
This open-ended question will start a conversation.  The conversation 

is your chance to show your new guest all the possibilities that your 
studio holds.  This guest will be left with a fond memory, and even if 
they have no interest in painting, art or ceramics, they probably know 
someone that does.  

 I hear that voice in your head again.  “I don’t want to attack 
people when they walk through the door.  I hate it when sales 
people do that to me.”  Ye of the smallest faith.  You are not sell-
ing; you are sharing.  Give them a tour like they are your friends.  
Share with them some of the things you are proudest of or some 
of the things you really enjoy.  Go ahead and show off a bit.  It’s 
ok to be proud and excited.  It is yours after all.
 You should be your studio’s biggest fan.  All 
the zest and energy you inject into your 
interactions with guests will come back 
to you.  They will mirror that enthusiasm 
when they talk about your studio.  They 
will spread the word that the most 
energetic and 
helpful people 
work at this 
delightful 
place.  They 
will return, 
and they 
will bring 
friends.  

You should 
be your 
studio’s 
biggest fan.  
All the zest 
and energy you 
inject into your 
interactions 
with guests will 
come back to you.  

Enthusiasm
The Fuel ThaT Drives Your Business
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Whatever programs 
you develop, the 

“devil is in the details.”  
It is very important to 
crunch the numbers.
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SpringBreakaway
in YoUr STUDio SAlES

model, but our Spring Break Camp utilized an all-inclusive pricing 
model.  We offered a special project each day with the ability to 
sign-up for one day on up to the entire week.  We did not offer 
a weekly discount, as each project was priced individually with a 
“reasonable price tag”.  This flexibility appealed to many families 
that had vacation plans for a portion of the break.

 The “Pottery People” project was 
bisque-only and easily adapted to appeal to 
all age groups.  Traditional pottery paint-
ing techniques were reviewed, and each 
camper was given three pieces to stack 
and let their imagination take over.  This 
project is ideal for self-portraits or themed 
subjects and is not limited to people.  Any 
living creature can become the subject 
matter.  The pieces are glazed and fired 

   individually so that they can be stacked for   
   enjoyment but used individually 

  for functionality.  When pricing this   
           project, don’t forget to add 
           in a teacher component along 

           with the standard bisque, paint, 
           glazing, and firing fees.

              Another successful project 
                                      combined glass fusing (garden 
                                       stakes) with a painted and fired 
                         terracotta pot decorated in 
            majolica fashion and then rolled 
            in paint chips.  We used this 
           opportunity for additional 
           marketing of our glass fusing 
         center.  Using pre-cut pieces  
         from the center made the project
               suitable for younger children.  The 
            project display was complete with a 
           plant to appeal to parents looking for 
         some artistic fun and a useful finished 
        product. 
    Whatever programs you develop, 
     the “devil is in the details.”  It is very 
important to crunch the numbers.  Prove to yourself that 
your pricing model works and your margins are acceptable 
(meaning profitable and worth your time and effort).  Spring 
Break is on the horizon and is a great place for effective 
marketing campaigns.  Put some extra spring in your sales 
this year and create your own flexible program to make more 
money!

By Helene Safford, 
Clay Café Studios and The Studio Resource

 Spring Break, a.k.a. March Break, or Reading Week 
in some parts of Canada, is a period of recess during 
the spring term at schools from the United States to
 Japan.  Whatever the name or locale, it is the perfect 
opportunity to take advantage of markets heavily populated 
with our target group of consumers - kids.  So how do we 
come up with a profitable and effective marketing campaign?
  Samples in the store always help, but it’s really all about 
coming up with something that is especially engaging and 
catches their eye. 
 Last Spring we decided to create some unique projects for 
our Spring Break Camp that combined different product lines, 
such as ceramic painting and glass fusing.  They were appropri-
ate for different age groups and were designed to be completed 
during a two-hour session.  We didn’t want to compete with our 
traditionally busy walk-in business, so we opened the studio one 
hour early to limit monopolizing valuable seats in the studio.
 Typically, we follow a bisque plus fixed studio fee pricing 
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By Sandi Kirkwood;
Clay Casa, San Antonio, TX

 When ordering a burger, 
we’ve  all been asked, “Would you 
like fries with that?”.  They always 
ask, don’t they?  You know you 
want the fries, and they know 
you want the fries.  Just by ask-
ing the question the burger guy 
often increases the amount of 
the sale, and you are eating fries 
with your burger.
 Cathy Stucker, in her 
article, “Do You Want Fries 
With That? - Using Suggestive 
Selling to Increase Your Sales, 
gives several tips to make 
suggestive selling work. 
	 •	“Make	the	suggestion	after	the	
customer has made the commitment 
to buy.  Don’t try to add on to the sale 
before the customer has made a firm 
decision and is in the process of buying.
	 •	Upsells	should	be	related	to	the	
original purchase.  An upgrade, a warranty, accessories, or something 
else that adds on to what the customer is buying can be effective.  
The customer is more likely to see such a suggestion as helpful than 
as simply a sales ploy.
	 •	Consider	making	the	upsell	a	“two-fer”	offer.		Because	the	
customer bought one item at regular price, they are able to get a 
second one at half price.
	 •	Make	sure	employees	are	making	upsell	offers	to	customers.		
Remind them of the importance of doing so, and consider rewarding 
them for great results, or even when you “catch” them upselling.”

 I asked some studios to give us their best ideas for increas-
ing sales through suggestive selling. 
 
helene Safford, Clay Café Studios and 
The Studio Resource, Virginia:
 Two of the greatest “passive” add-on sales (they sell themselves 
and don’t require a lot of direct promotion) are small letters (of-
fered by a variety of suppliers) and the tots (from Bisque Imports).
 With the right eye-catching display and samples, these really 
increase the average sale.

Rebekah McCuen, Chameleon, Montana:
 We sell the black easels in 3 sizes.  Chances  are that if they 
are painting a plate or platter for a gift - they also buy an easel.  
We also sell the peel and stick felt backing for tiles.
 We sell the Gare mitten ornament-if your sample is 2 of the 
mittens tied together (to make a pair) with a ribbon, it encourag-
es people to buy 2 of the ornaments instead of just 1.  It works 
on anything that usually comes in twos....shoes, mittens, etc.  You  
just have to paint samples that encourage the customer to buy 

two.  I always specify on the price tag the word 
“each” so that there is no confusion at  the 
register.

Susan (Suz) wilayto, 
Fire your desire, Massachusetts:  
        Would you like a wooden frame or box 

to go with your footprint tile?  8 out of 
10 times the answer is “yes!” 

jeanette (netti) Berglund, 
unik Keramik, Sweden:
        Paint samples in “sets”, e.g., a 
sugar bowl and a creamer, or a teapot 
and a tea cup with a matching design.  
Or two candy bowls, one which says 
“mine” or “mom’s” and the other 
one says “yours” or “dad’s.” 
        If a customer wants to 
paint a coffee mug or plate, 
for example, tell them you 

currently run a special with 
15% off the second same item.
  Charge extra for magnets, 

ribbons, nice boxes, beads and wire, etc. 

Teresa hunt, Kil’n Time Studio & gifts, Texas:
 We try to sell add-on bisque to almost anything flat....You’d 
be surprised how fast a $7.00 sale can turn into a $12.00 sale.

denise Oliver, Playful Potter, nevada: 
 Right now I have a display of gift boxes on my front counter 
by the register.  We ask at checkout and at pick up if they need 
a gift box for their item.  I sell 3 sizes with colored crinkle paper 
inside for $3-5.  Also incorporated into this display is a variety of 
plate hangers and stands.
 We have a lollipop tree on the counter.  It is a 16” tree from 
Ceramics Unlimited.  We painted the edge of each branch using 
bright colors and the shaving cream technique.  Each light hole has a 
Tootsie Pop in it.  I get them at Costco for $.04 each and sell them 
for $.25.  It is amazing how fast those quarters add up! Also, it is an 
item we don’t have to say a word about.  Kids hone in on them with 
candy radar.  When I sell a “Hands, Fingers, Feet & Toes” piece (cus-
tom painted hand/footprint pieces) we always remind the parents to 
create one for themselves, too.  So many people, especially this time 
of year, come in to paint a gift for Grandma and forget that Daddy 
would love one, too.  It is our job to remind them.

 Just like the burger guy, we have to be consistent in sugges-
tive selling.  Get your employees to always  suggest a frame with 
a tile purchase.  Have a staff meeting and have your employees 
consider some pieces that they could effectively add on to their 
sales.  Suggestive selling will increase your revenues. 

 Stucker, Cathy. “Do You Want Fries With That? - Using Suggestive Selling to In-
crease Your Sales” Ezine articles website. 27 March 2005. http://ezinearticles.com/?Do-
You-Want-Fries-With-That?---Using-Suggestive-Selling-to-Increase-Your-Sales&id=23709

Add-On $Ale$
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    Ceramic
    Source

for all your studio needs!

8502 Old Salisbury Rd. • Linwood, NC  27299

Toll Free Order Line: (800) 422-1521

Direct Line: (336) 853-8108

Fax Orders(336) 853-8317

E-mail: orders@ceramicsource.com

Website: www.ceramicsource.com
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                 Wouldn’t it be nice to have all the answers        
                     needed to operate a successful PYOP studio 
                       without the painstaking time and energy we all 
                    know it takes to find them?   When I first joined 
               CCSA, I was amazed at the tremendous amount of 
support and sharing offered between studio owners.  “Tips for 
Success”, a new addition to CCSA Today, is just that... tips and a  
forum of sharing information to assist each of us along the way...
whether it’s our first or tenth-plus year of operation.  This issue’s 
tips come from some of our very own CCSA Board Presidents, 
past and present. 

hELEnE SAFFORd
CCSA Board President, 1999 - 2001
Catered Clay, Clay Café Studios of Virginia, Inc., 
and The Studio Resource, Falls Church, Virginia  
www.claywire.com, www.thestudioresource.com 

LORi AguiRRE
CCSA Board President, 2001 - 2003
Previous PYOP Studio Owner, The Artful Potter,
Las Vegas, Nevada; Creative Haven Designs, Las Vegas, Nevada
www.creativehavendesigns.com

CRiSTA TOLER
CCSA Board President, 2003-2005
PYOP Studio Owner, Cape Fear, North Carolina;
Sales Marketing Director, Bisque Imports, 
Belmont, North Carolina
www.bisqueimports.com

TERESA “TEddy” wRighT
CCSA Board President, 2005-2007
PYOP Studio Owner, All Fired Up, Kansas City, Kansas
Mayco Studio Program Coordinator
www.maycocolors.com

juLiA MCnAiR
CCSA Board President, 2007
Do*It*Yourself Crafts, Birmingham, Alabama
www.doityourselfcrafts.typepad.com

SAndi KiRKwOOd
CCSA Board President, 2007 - Present  
Clay Casa, San Antonio, Texas 
www.claycasa.com   
                
So, grab a cup of coffee, sit back, and soak up the wisdom these 
amazing women offer us on issues we deal with daily... customers, 
employees, marketing, and that bottom line... profit at the end of 
the day!                                                                                  
                                                  

Tips For $uccess
CuSTOMER SERViCE

hELEnE:  The key to building strong customer relationships 
is through direct conversations.  Store managers should talk to 
customers about their experience as they walk out.  Customer 
and employee surveys provide important types of measurement 
to help the retailer track the effectiveness of advertising, prod-
uct placement, and marketing.  However, they cannot parallel the 
insights you can get just by having direct, personal conversations 
with the people you’re trying to serve.  Conversations really tell 
you everything you need to know about the customer experience.

LORi:  Customer Service is the key to staying in business as 
thriving.  I used to tell my staff that we were the second happiest 
place on earth and we were striving to take over #1.  Give your 
staff the tools to succeed.  Have extensive training sessions and 
employee manuals.  Rarely will you find the employee that just 
gets it from day one.  But when staff is trained well, it shows in 
your cash register.  The most important thing is to acknowledge 
the customer.  Art can be so scary to some people, so make your 
guests feel at home.  Greet them immediately.  Give a brochure 
and explain how it works.  My staff had a script they had to memo-
rize and make their own.  Each guest was made to feel comfort-
able.  We had huge repeat customer numbers.  A happy customer 
tells 2 friends, a disgruntled customer can’t tell enough people.  

CRiSTA:  Get to know your customers by name.  Use them 
as a resource for ideas and for what they really want.  Test new 
products and ideas with your top customers and those whose 
opinion you value.  Their feedback is truly helpful.  Be honest and 
sincere when dealing with your customers and realize that they 
are the ones that support your business. 

juLiA:  While the customer isn’t always right, the customer IS 
always the customer.  (The wise Sandi Kirkwood told me that!)  
While you don’t have to do anything and everything to make 
someone happy, you do need to do what you can to make a 
specific situation work out well.  Aiming to have the best customer 
service, in general, means that you should make everyone happy.  
What’s the saying?  Aim for the moon, you’ll land among the stars?  
We strive for “Tiffany” service - we wrap, have car-side delivery 
available (so mom doesn’t have to get little ones out of the car to 
pick up), offer pottery-to-go if they can’t get to the store, etc.

SAndi:  In my opinion this is one of the key factors to success.  
Children are fearless.  Give them a brush and paint and they start 
painting.  Adults often need more help.  It’s up to our staff to be sure 
that everyone has a pleasurable experience while in our studio.

TEddy:   Always greet your customers and acknowledge when 
they enter the studio.  Answer more than the basic question.  For 

by Judi Novotny; It’s Yours Pottery, Omaha, NE



example; What are your hours on Saturday?  We are open 10-6 
on Saturday and Noon to 5 on Sunday and this months special is 
....  Pay attention to customers when they are painting and offer 
suggestions to achieve the look they want.  Most importantly 
always thank them for their business.

EMPLOyEE RELATiOnS

hELEnE:  Show respect to your employees and don’t ask employ-
ees to do a job that you are not willing to do yourself.  To avoid em-
ployee problems, make the right hiring choice.  The attitude of your 
staff sends an important message to customers.  You are better off 
with an employee who has a good attitude and wants the job than 
with a skilled employee with a bad attitude.  A good rule of thumb is 
to hire for attitude and then train for skills.  On the flip side - weed 
out weak performers.  Keeping employees that are not pulling their 
weight affects everyone along with the atmosphere in the studio.  
Everyone can be replaced.  

LORi:  Employee Relations is the same 
as customer service.  When you give your 
employees the right tools to do their job, you 
both succeed.  If you find yourself frustrated 
at your staff constantly, look within.  Did you 
train them properly?  Did you explain what 
your goals were and make them feel part of 
those goals?  It is difficult to train, but worth 
the effort in the long run.  It is much easier 
to keep existing employees trained and happy 
than to start from scratch. 

CRiSTA:  Treat employees with respect 
and realize that they have lives outside 
of your company.  Ask for their input on 
programs and products as they are the 
front line with your customers.  Encourage 
them to take on leadership roles within the company.  Let them 
know you appreciate them.  If a reprimand is in order, do so with 
kindness and sincerity. 

juLiA:  Communication is key.  We’ve let ourselves get into some 
bad habits, so we’re having some 2008 Resolutions, such as getting 
our communication book going again.  I’m also writing up clear 
instructions about who is responsible for what, so that my manager, 
assistant manager, and other employees understand who does what. 

SAndi:  This can be one of the most challenging parts of own-
ing a business.  The employees need to be able to work inde-
pendently and as members of a team.  They need to be able to 
set priorities.  And, most importantly, the employees need to like 
working with the public.  They have to enjoy customer service, 
or they are in the wrong place (see customer service, above!). 

TEddy:   Develop a system to keep employees informed and 
up to date.  It can be as simple as a note book by the cash reg-
ister which they read prior to their shift.  Ask for their opinion 
and input on new projects, displays and marketing ideas.  They 
will take more ownership if they are involved.  I gave my employ-
ees a lot of responsibility and they usually stepped up to the task.  
High school kids did a fantastic job, but I had to teach them how 
to work and always explain the ramifications of their actions.

MARKETing

hELEnE:  Choose a regular customer to spotlight as a Customer of 
the Month.  Create a brief write up to submit to the local newspaper 
about the customer and be sure to give the customer a copy of the 
article as well as have one framed to hang in the store.  Send hand-
written thank you notes to important customers every chance you 
get.  Offer your customers discounts for each referral they provide. 
 
LORi:  Always have something to give customers.  A flyer or 
a brochure.  Something they can look at and ponder, give to a 
friend, etc.  We had balloons made up with our logo on it.  Always 
push people to your website.  We were always looking at the 
next quarter to get our events and windows ready.  At Christmas 
we were working on Easter.  To be really effective, you cannot 
stay in the moment.  You always have to be looking ahead. 

CRiSTA:  Market constantly!  Always pay attention to what is going on 
in your city and the world.  Keep aware and 
keep on top of trends that may translate into 
sales for your studio.  Think outside the box in 
your efforts.  Consider all options - even the 
most unusual - to promote your business.

juLiA:  EMAIL YOUR CUSTOMERS.  It’s the 
least expensive, but with the most bang for 
your buck, means of reaching your custom-
ers.  They don’t have to come into the store 
to know what you are doing.  We’re also re-
vamping our website, a project that I imagine 
will take most of the first quarter of the year.

SAndi:  Like most studios, we have tried 
different types of marketing, from print to 
television to billboards.  It’s amazing that 
after several years in business you’ll still have 

people think you are a new business.  Sometimes it can be difficult 
to track the effectiveness of your marketing campaigns.  One sugges-
tion is to add a coupon to a print ad so you can count the number 
of coupons that are redeemed.  We’ve also asked new customers to 
fill out a survey so we can find out how they heard about us.  At the 
very least, we try to ask each new customer how they heard about 
us, especially when we are trying a new kind of marketing.  You can 
never let up.  You have to continue to market your business. 

TEddy:   The second you stop marketing expect the sales to decline.  
Actually, there seems to be a 6 week lag.  This is the most vital part of 
developing and growing your business and the easiest to ignore.  I high-
ly recommend developing a marketing and pricing strategy to meet the 
needs of different customers.  For example:  Do it For Me, Fundraising, 
Schools, Home Decor, In-Studio, Pottery to Go, Opportunity Fees and 
so on.  Cross marketing with vendors in your area and merchants with 
a similar customer base will help with the bottom line.

MAKing A PROFiT 

hELEnE:  Some people say “don’t sweat the small stuff” but to 
keep your studio profitable, sometimes you need to watch for what 
we call “bottom line erosion.”  Each year you will experience small 
cost increases in supplies, bisque, paints, and other staples that mir-
ror COLA (cost of living adjustments) and changes in manufacturing 
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“The second you stop 
marketing expect the 

sales to decline.  
Actually, there seems 
to be a 6 week lag.  

This is the most vital 
part of developing 
and growing your 
business and the 
easiest to ignore.
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costs.  It is important to monitor the “price creep” and adjust your 
retail pricing accordingly to pass on the increases to your custom-
ers.  If you don’t, you are eroding your profitability by absorbing 
the cost increases.  It is easier for customers to accept a 1% to 5% 
increase along the way rather than a large price hike when you real-
ize that your margins have decreased substantially.

LORi:   When you started did you have a business plan?  How were 
you going to keep your doors open?  Refer to that plan often.  We 
gave away the paint time most days, but our profit was always in the 
pieces.  We maintained high margins.  If I had to sell a piece at a cer-
tain price, but knew I couldn’t get it, we just didn’t carry the piece.  
Talk to your vendors.  Are you getting the best prices possible?  If 
you ordered more could you get them cheaper?  Back to customer 
service and employees - are you getting the most out of staff and 
being as effective as possible?  Work smarter not harder.

CRiSTA:  Keep a constant watch on costs while consistently 
offering new programs, products and ideas in your studio. 

juLiA:  While “sell more” sounds like the solution, cutting expenses 
and increasing profit margin will give you even better results.  Check 
the little things -- your phone bill, advertising expenses, etc.  If you 
save $1000, that’s even better than selling $1000 worth of product 
(because you aren’t glazing and firing - you are just saving!), and it 
makes the products you sell worth even more to you.    

SAndi:  I heard someone say “if you’re not making a profit, then it’s 
a hobby.”  We are in business, and to stay in business we need to turn 
a profit.  Sometimes we lose sight of managing the business, because 
we get so caught up in working in the business or covering a shift 

that someone cannot work.  (I’m bad about this myself.)  But I can 
make more money marketing my business and analyzing salary cost 
than I can dipping pieces and loading the kiln.  The CCSA is offering 
profitability classes (taught by Elisa Waldman).  I would strongly sug-
gest that anyone who doesn’t feel comfortable analyzing profit and 
loss statements or other business reports take a class like this.

TEddy: Keep your eyes and ears open to various opportunities.  
Don’t get locked into one specific price model, sell your pottery with 
at least 5-6 different pricing options.  Don’t spend a lot of time chasing 
the pennies and over look the dollars.  Meaning review your charge 
card fees, banking fees, electrical, insurance and rent.  These are all high 
dollar items over the course of the year.  Review when your studio 
makes money and adjust your hours and labor costs accordingly.  One 
studio found they only made 5% of their sales after 6:00 p.m., but spent 
15% on labor.  They changed their hours and increased their profit.  
Spending hours looking for the cheapest bisque will not add to the 
profit margin.  You can get the necessary margin on any price bisque. 

 As we can see, much goes into being successful.  I believe Lori 
states it well:  “Love what you do.  So many people think that it would 
be “fun” to open a studio.  But when they really get into the thick of 
things, they hate it and are stuck.  You have to have a passion for any 
business.  But especially one so customized like PYOP.  Everything ties 
into each other.  When your staff is trained properly and they give 
great customer service, they feel better about the job they are doing.  
When they have the marketing tools to give to customers, customers 
return again and again and you will make more money.”  
 What great advice this has been from Helene, Lori, Crista, 
Julia, and Sandi!  Till the next time...Keep those creative thoughts 
and move forward toward your next goal!
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      I remember being pregnant with my first baby over 21 years ago.  I was 
very excited, but what I remember most was my husband and his reaction 

to the whole “I’m going to be a father” notion.  It was great!  He was so 
excited and couldn’t wait for the big day.  He treated me like a queen and 
was understanding during all those crazy pregnancy cravings and mood 
swings.  But mostly, he was a great dad from day one!  Believe it or not, 
this seriously competitive guy, who loves sports, outdoors and being 
with the guys, was the first to jump up to get our son when he cried 
or needed a change.  He stayed up late with him waiting for his little 
eyes to close and videotaped  every giggle, gurgle, and event.  Nothing 
but the best for our kid.  To this day, he has not changed.  Therefore, 
finding special things for him for Father’s Day is always a challenge.  
        What would he like or want?  It was one thing for me to 
wear macaroni necklaces for a week every Mother’s Day, but he 
would surely balk at noodles!  Many of the gifts he received he 

has kept for years.  Some favorites include a t-shirt with our kid’s 
handprints and “World’s Best Dad” inked on the front, and a piece 

of wood with his initial carved on it.  
        Our kids are now young adults, but they still love giving hand 

made gifts to their dad.  Our teenage daughter made a 
beautiful ceramic frame with a picture of her when she 
was five holding her daddy’s hand.  She titled it simply 
“Me and My Dad.”  Her dad keeps it next to his big 
leather chair where he spends his morning quiet time.  It 
brought tears to his eyes and he loves it.  So we should 
encourage our customers this year to give simple hand-
made gifts special dads will love and keep proudly, like:

By Rebecca Stephanik
     Mold Me and Make Me Pottery Studio, Glendora, CA

Fantastic



        • Handprints on mugs, plates, or frames.  A great resource 
is the new Groovy Ideas for Hands & Feet, by Alicia Toal and 
Bobbie Drummond.
        • A cute chalkboard kit with “... days till GOLF!” or football 
or baseball or whatever your dad loves to do in his free time.  
Use chalkboard paint and make it a kit 
with those cool “Chalk-Ink” pens. 
        • Frames are always a hit.  These are 
great for teens to make and give.  Remind 
them to use a picture they are in with 
their dad.  Dads love to relive the memo-
ries of fun times with their kids.  Use Cre-
ative Images to personalize them with cool 
Sepia-toned pictures in a collage style.  
        • Using cute glass fritter molds to 
make a paperweight for dad’s desk.
        • A gift card for dad to come and 
spend time with the kids.  Offer donuts 
for dads on Saturday mornings and have lots of coffee going.  I 
have several dads who do this regularly with their kids, and they 
have so much fun.  The studio is a little louder on these days 
with more sounds than words, but my husband helps keep them 
motivated and entertained.   
 • An ice cream bowl for his favorite evening snack.  Make it 
big for all the nuts and goodies he likes to put on top.
 • A change dish for his keys and pocket change.  It will re-
mind him he is loved every night he comes home.
 • A huge root beer mug for those root beer floats he enjoys 
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during half time on football nights.  Your customers can use con-
tact paper to block out his alma mater’s logo on the side. 
 • 6” tiles make great plaques for poems or heartfelt messag-
es for the teens on a budget.  Dad can use it as a coaster, paper 
weight, or wall plaque.  

        Start early!  Now is a great time to 
get the word out and advertise it in every 
e-mail you send out or flyer you post.  Put 
a note with each piece that is picked up. 
With busy lives, it is not hard to forget 
even the most desired event.  Remind 
customers every chance you get, other-
wise they will miss the day and you will 
miss the opportunity to make a connec-
tion with your customers.  Service will 
separate you from your competition!  
 And don’t forget grandpa or your fa-
vorite uncle!  Many a granddad, Godfather,  

or uncle has shared with pride the coffee mug made for them.  
Whether  the giver is five years old or twenty years old, men 
love mugs from kids. 
 Help your customers see the beauty in a simple gift made by 
the little hands or feet that stole dad’s heart the day they were born.  
It is a gift from the heart that continues to tell the giver and the 
receiver they are special long after Father’s Day is over.  Every time 
it’s used or shared, the message remains the same:.  
To the World’s Best DAD, from the 
World’s Best KID!

FatHERs!!!
Start early!  

Now is a great time 
to get the word out 
and advertise it in 
every e-mail you 
send out or flyer 

you post.  
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Terrif ic 
Techniques 

for PainTing PoTTery

To order your copy of the

Terrific Techniques DVD or the ccsa BenefiT BunDLe 
please fill out the information below and fax or mail to:

r  ____ copies of Terrific Techniques DVD set at $95/copy

r  ____ copies of CCSA 3 CD Benefit Bundle (with hundreds of CCSA images at high resolution) at $55/copy

Company name ________________________________________________________________________________

Company address _______________________________________________________________________________

City, state, zip __________________________________________________________________________________

Contact person  ________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone _______________________________________ Fax __________________________________________

Email ________________________________________________________________________________________

Type of payment:    ❒ Check    ❒ MasterCard or Visa

Card number ________________________________________________________ Expires ____________________

Name on card_______________________________________ Signature ____________________________________

Credit Card Billing Address_____________________________________________ Zip code ____________________

1099 E. Champlain Ste. A #143
Fresno, CA 93720
Fax:  559-298-8943

Great 
Shapes

2006

Stock
Photos

Clipart, 
Flyers, 

and 
Posters
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Save the Date

The convention 
will be held at the 
Phoenix Biltmore Resort. 
You can now book 
your room nights for 
only $135 (this price 
includes the $15 resort fee). 

You need to say you 
are with CCSA or 
Contemporary Ceramic 
Studios Association 
when you call.

800-950-0086 x1

Your invitation to the CCSa Convention 2008 
will be mailed in late March.
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By Julia McNair,
Do*It*Yourself Crafts

 We’re all looking for the simple samples that 
our customers simply adore... and paint again and 
again and again!  Here are some great samples 

that are proven 
winners.

ThE LAyEREd dOTS
Julia	McNair
Do*It*Yourself Crafts, Birmingham, Alabama

 My favorite plate in the Great Shapes auction at the Kansas 
City convention was Jenn Bassen’s layered dots.  I came back to 
my studio and made a sample plate, and it has been getting copied 
ever since.  One day, my assistant manager Beth said, “What would 
happen if you didn’t have that plate?  You’d go out of business.” 
 It’s a simple plate, but it does take time.  Start with picking out 
your project - great on plates, but also good on picture frames, mugs, 
really anything.  Then paint two coats of your base color.  Though our 
sample is black, it looks great with any color.  Chocolate brown is 
fantastic, as is lime green or orange.  Let dry for about 15 minutes. 
 Then, the dots:  Pick five or six colors you want to use for 
your dots.  Use the back end of a fat paintbrush to do the first 
layer of dots.  We suggest starting with about 10 dots of each 
color, all over the surface.  If you think you need more, add 
more!  Once you like the number of dots you have, let them 
dry until they have a chalky, matte finish rather than a glossy, 
wet shine.  

 Add your next layer of dots with the back end of a smaller 
paintbrush.  Mix up the colors so you have a more colorful, 

decorative piece!  Let them dry just like you did the first 
dots.  Finally, use an even smaller paintbrush to make the 

final dots on the top of the other two sizes.

jAMMin’ guiTAR 
Julya Myers

The Amazing Art Studio, Inc., Rockville, Maryland
 

 Begin this project by brushing on two 
coats of red from the top down to cover 

1/2 to 1/3 of the guitar face (paint right 
over the strands of the guitar).  Then 

brush tw coats of purple from the 
base of the guitar to meet the red.  

   For the third coat of red,  
   again start from the top & 

  continue down past the point 
  where the two colors meet   
        by approximately 1/2 

inch.  For the third coat 
of purple, load 

lightly with 
color and 
brush from the 

bottom up, al-
lowing the brush  

Samples 
that

Above: 
Layered Dots 
by Julia McNair.

Right: 
Jammin Guitar 
by Julya Myers

Sell!
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 to run out of color as it crosses 
 the red.  This gives the effect of 

blending the two colors on the face of 
the guitar.  While the red and purple are drying, 
brush two coats of black on the base, stand, 

  and knobs.  
  Now what makes this sample so special is not  the blending 
of colors or even the use of the red and purple but  the white 
strings.  The strings are easily achieved by removing color.  Using 
any flat brush, dampen the bristles, and then lay the brush side-
ways so that the bristles are flat against the stings.  Gently wash 
off the color by pulling the brush off the side of the string area, 
being sure to keep the bristles flat so that they don’t remove 
color between the strings.  This technique has been used suc-
cessfully by even 7-year-old boys to create a very cool guitar.  

FiSh PLAquE
Lois	Henry
color me happy, Brunswick, Georgia

 I decided to come up with something that would appeal 
to all the people in Brunswick who love the beach.  We live 
just a few short miles from St Simon’s and Jekyll Island, so 
anything that includes water always gets attention.

 The fish plaque from Bisque Imports worked perfectly... it 
is painted with Gare Pottery Glazes, as are the shells hang-
ing from it.  I just drilled the holes while it was bisque, then 
painted, fired, and strung it together with raffia.
 The saying “Heaven is a little closer - in a house by the 
beach” has been copied and  changed to “near the river, lake, 

water....’  You get the idea.  It gets copied all the time.  The 
best part is that it was the first sample I ever made when 

we opened the shop two years ago, and it made me feel 
like I do  have good ideas!           

SwOOShy TEChniquE
Jenn Bassen
Paint	Yourself	Silly,	Lincoln,	Nebraska	

 We call this the “swooshy” technique.  It was conceived 
from one of my anti-paint wasting phases (Funny, now that I 
think of it, many of my 
techniques came about 
the same way).  I used 
customers’ left over 
paints, making a swoosh 
here and a swoosh there, 
so sometimes it would 
take me several days to 
finish one swooshy project.  
They now adorn every 
table at my shop as my 
brush holders.  I love this 
project because it looks 
really “wowsy” but it’s so 
easy - anyone can have 
great success with it and  it 
is quite relaxing to do.
 You’ll need:  A lot of 
paint (You can do many dif-
ferent colors--lights, darks, 
etc. or monochromatic 
is nice too), a nice round, 
moppy brush, and a banding 
wheel (not entirely neces-
sary, but so much easier 
and enjoyable this way).
 Here’s how you do it:  
Get your brush wet first 
and then completely load it 
with your 1st color.  As you 
turn your banding wheel, 
make several swooshy 

Fish Plaque
by Lois Henry.

Swooshy Technique
by Jenn Bassen



Got a great sample 
or technique that 
is always getting 

copied at your studio 
that  should be 
featured in a 
future article? 

Let Julia McNair 
know at 

DIYCrafts@aol.com
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strokes in various places.  Load your next color (You can rinse 
your brush or not) and repeat the 1st step over and over. Feel 
free to overlap your strokes; in fact, mine usually have several 
layers by the time I’m finished,  This gives it a more blended look.  
See?  Easy, peasy, but totally cool looking!

MOnOgRAM 
PLATE

Robin and Julie Cates
On The Pot, Salina, 

Kansas

        This one 
is really easy 
to do.  The 
customer 
picks four 
colors.  While 
they paint the 
background of 
their plate the 
lightest color they 

have chosen, I print 
the letter they want 

on my printer to fill 
pretty much the whole 

8-1/2 x 11 piece of paper.  
I give them a piece of clay 
carbon and they trace it on and 
then paint it.  I always suggest 
that they make the letter the 
darkest color they are going 

to paint.  Then I give them two slightly off kilter square stamps, 
but have had people use spouncers to do polka dots too.  They 
stamp and fill the squares.  When all is done, they go back in 
with a fun writer that is the color of their letter and make swirls 
inside the squares.  Paint the back and TA DA!!  A masterpiece.

SiMPLE And STRiKing
Bonnie Karet
Mud Monkey Pottery and Art Studio, Ormond Beach, Florida

 This plate is far and away our most 
copied sample.  Don’t ask me why, it actu-
ally annoys me a little.  I mean, we have 
some beautiful samples in the store and 
people ooh and ahh at them, but when 
they sit down to paint, this is the piece 
copied more than anything else.  It is easy, 
and people are attracted to its vibrant 
colors.  They also usually choose these ex-
act colors, even though we suggest using 
colors that might work with their decor.  I 
found the design in a book called “Glaze of 
Color,” which is one of my favorites. 
 All you do is paint the smallest circles 
first with Be Boppin Blue, then paint the 
larger outer circle with Lime Ricky, then 
fill in the rest of the empty space with What a Yolk.  Squiggle on 
some imperfect black lining with the fun-writer, and you are done.

BuBBLE CuP
Sandi Kirkwood
Clay Casa, San Antonio, TX

 This is the bubble technique (see 
the CCSA technique dvd) used on a large 
cup. We then painted speckled paint on 
the bottom of the cup to look like sand 
and added fingerprints in bright colors. 
The fingerprints were made into fish, jel-
lyfish and crabs.
  This sample is often copied for 
auction projects. The auction customers 
bubble paint on rectangular sushi platters 
or plates and have the students add their 
fingerprints. It’s an easy technique to do, 

it’s fun to do, and it looks great!

Monogram Plate
by Robin and Julie Cates Above right:

Simple and 
Striking

by Bonnie 
Karet

Right:
Bubble Cup

by Sandi Kirkwood
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By Rhonda Bennett; 
CCSA Member Relations Director

 Ever heard the saying that you can’t have too many friends?   
At the recent Michigan ‘Mini’ conference,   I made lots of new 
friends and had a great time visiting with old friends. 
 The purpose of the bi-annual event is to promote network-
ing within the Michigan area studios.   Hosted by Peggy Hill at 
Make It Yours Studio in Jackson, over 19 studios were in atten-
dance.  People traveled from as far as Canada, Illinois, and Indiana 
to take part.   
 The Michigan ‘Mini’ is well-known for its hospitality, friendly 
faces, fun, and food - not to mention the bountiful goodie bags 
donated by suppliers.   The festivities included:  2 technique 
projects taught by Arlene Smith at Duncan and an etched fused 
glass project taught by Carol King of Decorative Treasures (and 
donated by American Glass Supply).   Michigan studio owner 
Jessica Perlman (Creatopia) shared her Web design savy and Deb 
Robinson (The Fire House), also a Michigan studio owner, taught 
a PMC project.  Seasonal marketing ideas were the roundtable 

featured topic in addition to the new CCSA Terrific Techniques 
DVD and Benefit Bundle CD’s .  The next event will be hosted by 
Art Unlimited in Okemos.
 Feel free to visit the Mini photo album at http:// photoshow.
comcast.net/watch/ik8gn9If.

Michigan 

Mini
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by Kathy Tavano

 In the song “New York, New York,” Frank Sinatra gave good 
advice: “Start spreadin’ the news.”  You can spread the news 
about your studio directly to your customer base using the 
resources available right in your own backyard - your community.  
Keeping in mind one simple concept can make your marketing 
efforts simpler and more effective:  “Mutually beneficial.”  

dOnATing And VOLunTEERing
 By keeping the “mutually beneficial” concept in mind, you 
can reap greater rewards from donation and volunteer opportu-
nities.
 Does the church fair chairperson call you for a donation 
to their silent auction for the sole purpose of advertising your 
business?  Nope, she wants an item to help raise money for the 
church.  Do you make that donation for 
the sole purpose of helping them raise 
money? Nope, you also want to advertise 
your studio.  Mutually beneficial.  Don’t 
be afraid to ask for a special mention 
and/or official thanks for your donation.  
Most likely they’ll be happy to do this in 
exchange for your donation.  Increase this 
marketing effort even more by giving a 
supply of brochures or business cards to 
be displayed with the donation.
 Keeping that “mutually beneficial” 
concept in mind...Most neighborhood 
schools hold a fundraising fair or carnival 
each year that is attended by parents as well as students.  These 
fairs and carnivals are prime opportunities to target potential 
birthday party customers.  Don’t wait for the school to call you 
(or your competition!); contact the school and volunteer to help.  
Why not suggest a tile painting booth, manned by you, with the 
profits being donated to the school!  Your benefit? An opportu-
nity to directly tell your potential customers about your studio 
while affording them a chance to sample the experience.  The 
school’s benefit?  The revenue your booth brings in for them.  
 Michelle Booth of Glazed Over Ceramic Studio in Houston, 
Texas, reminds us to keep a positive attitude about donation 
requests.  As she says, “Your community is where your customer 
is.”  Not only are donations a good advertising opportunity and 
a way to help community groups raise funds, but the recipient 
most likely will bring in at least one other person-a paying cus-
tomer.  
 Alyson Udell, of Duncan Enterprises stresses not just donat-
ing to these organizations but also creating relationships with 
them to give you an increased ability to distribute information 
about your business and make connections and to maximize 
potential marketing and advertising opportunities.  

MEdiA PuBLiC RELATiOnS
 When a morning news show feature spotlights a local entre-
preneur, is it because they want to save that business owner a few 
advertising dollars?  Nope, they want to fill a time slot on their 
show.  Does that local entrepreneur appear on the show because 
they want the program to have enough material to fill the time slot?  
Again, no; they want to advertise their company.  Mutually beneficial.  
 Alyson Udell recommends contacting your local television 
stations once a month-especially the morning news shows.  She sug-
gests watching the shows first to determine how you could best fit 
in with their program.  Create that mutually beneficial opportunity 
by proposing possible ideas on how your studio can help fill some of 
their extra time.  Work with other business (maybe your neighbor-
hood networking group) to package an idea to present to them.  
Maybe they’d even be willing to broadcast directly from your studio!  
Do some of the legwork in advance for the show to present them 

with a story they won’t want to refuse!
 This same concept applies to local 
newspapers and magazines.  They need 
interesting and informative filler for their 
publications.  Submit either a story idea or a 
press release as a way to both assist them fill 
space in their publications and to advertise 
your studio.  Find the approach that will fit in 
with their publication.  Mutually beneficial.  
 The NeighborsGo section of the Dallas 
Morning News requests community story 
idea submissions for both their paper and 
online versions...does your newspaper do 
the same?  Why not create a human interest 

story about one or more of your customers.  For example: Multiple 
generations of one family who come in together to paint favors for 
a wedding or shower, or a group that paints items to sell to raise 
funds for their organization.  Just make sure to get their written 
permission first!
 Newspaper business sections routinely feature stories with 
a community focus about area businesses, entrepreneurs, and 
their employees.  Have you or one of your employees won an 
award, completed a course, or participated in a public service or 
fund raising event?  A write-up in the local paper will not only 
give information about your business or publicly honor your em-
ployee but will also reflect well on your studio.  Have you added 
new products or services...like mosaics, glass fusing, or silver clay?  
These are all subjects that you can highlight in a press release.
 Michelle Booth develops and maintains relationships with 
local media.  Every month she sends a press release (often she 
personalizes CCSA’s press release template) to local newspapers 
and local, cable, and network television stations.  The results of 
her efforts?  Her studio appeared in Southern Living Magazine!  
Months earlier she had sent a press release sent to a local cable 
news show hostess who, through her own networking, referred 

For sample press releases 
and to view Angie Fralay’s 
full article on presentation 

packets, go to 
the CCSA website 

(www.ccsaonline.com) 
and click “Marketing” 

on the side menu.

Start Spreadin’
the News
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Glazed Over to the magazine.   
 The CCSA website features a recommendation from Angie 
Fraley about putting together a press kit to introduce your stu-
dio to the media.  She states that along with your press release, 
it should contain a fact sheet about you and your studio, its 
history, some pictures, and a calendar of studio events.   Alyson 
Udell recommends adding a mug with a sketched portrait or 
logo along with adequate supplies for painting-they paint it, then 
you fire it and return it to them...multiple contacts with a lasting 
reminder of your studio!
 Udell states, “The more you do for them, the more success-
ful you will be.”  Mutually beneficial.  She also recommends being 
persistent but at the same time remembering there is a fine line 
between persistence and annoyance.

nETwORKing
 “Mutually beneficial” networking can be as simple as Alyson 
Udell’s recommendation of always being ready to network by 
having a second version of your business card to give to report-
ers and local VIPs that has a coupon on flip side offering free 
studio time.  This is a simple idea that can create a lasting impres-
sion.
 Let’s say you are at a local “meet and greet” 
networking event.  Joe Schmoe of SYZ Incorporated 
comes up to you, hands you his business card, introduc-
es himself, and gives you his “thirty second advertise-
ment” about his business.  Then, before you can even 
open your mouth to respond, he turns and walks away.  
Mr. Schmoe apparently forgot the concept of “mutually 
beneficial,” which is what these events are all about.  
“Meet and greets” can be ideal opportunities to cross 
paths with people who can spread the word about 
your business through referrals.  
 Here are a few hints to optimize the benefits of 
“meet and greets:” Make and wear a ceramic name tag 
to help you stand out and be remembered!  Follow up 
with new contacts in a timely manner to reinforce your 
studio name in their mind.  Also, be the first to give a 
referral...and when you do, write the information on the 
back of your business card and request that the business 
owner be told who referred them.  That’s making the 
most of a mutually bene
ficial networking opportunity!!!
 Neighborhood net-
working groups can be 
enormously effective...
neighbors helping 
each other! Mutu-
ally beneficial.  Mi-
chelle Booth is a 
member of such 
a group, made up 

of business owners within a specific, pre-determined area of her 
town.  In addition to being a good source of general business infor-
mation trading, cross-promotional referrals, and group advertising, 
her group co-sponsors local events and brainstorms associated 
marketing efforts.  Often, either the meeting host or an attendee 
will provide refreshments...serve yours in a ceramic container that 
you’ve made so you stand out from the other business!
 Michelle’s group spreads the tentacles of mutually beneficial net-
working further by inviting government, school, and other community 
leaders to speak at their meetings to discover ways the group can 
work with their organizations and the community as a whole and, in 
turn, advertise their businesses.  Again, mutually beneficial.  
 As Marketing Communications Manager for Duncan Enter-
prises, Udell is involved with Duncan’s advertising and public and 
community relations.  Experience has proven to her that “Com-
munity networking is vital.  You can’t do PR here and there or 
haphazardly.  You have to be committed to it.”
 When planning your marketing efforts, remember to find 
the way the other party benefits from your association.  Mutu-
ally beneficial.  Remember that phrase and use it to your advan-
tage, and pretty soon you’ll find you’re “king of the hill - top of 
the heap.”

elemeNts of aN 
effective Press release

FOr iMMediate reLeaSe:

Contact:

name and title

Studio name
telephone (studio, home, and cell) numbers

Fax number

Website address

email addresses

suggested headline should be written in 
boldface type.

anytown, St – date – the city and state where your 

studio is located and the date you mail the release are 

immediately followed by the lead paragraph.  that first 

paragraph should grasp the reader’s attention and 
contain the relevant information to your message (who, 
what, when, where, why).

text:  the main body of your press release where your 

message should fully develop.  Keep your message 

short and sweet and to the point.

the last paragraph of the press release should be a 

summary of your message.  include your studio location 
and contact information.  the contact information you 

inserted above is not part of the article that will be pub-
lished, so don’t leave out this important information!

Michelle 
Booth’s gift 
certificates are 
often hand-
painted tiles 
that aren’t easily 
stashed away in a 
drawer and forgotten.
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By Linda Talley

 So, you’re looking for new business from the younger 
generations?  Guess what?  They’re really different from the 
older Baby Boomers (41 years and older).  Generation X, born 
between 1965 and 1981, and Generation Y, born between 1977 
and 1997, have much different expectations from stores where 
they shop than Baby Boomers.  You may think these younger 
generations won’t have the money that the Boomers do and you 
would be somewhat correct.  However, Generation Y has more 
disposable income than any other recent generation,  and they, 
like Generation X, want to get back to nature.  They want to live 
around “green” spaces, they want backyards for their kids to play 
in, and dog parks for their pets to romp and have fun.  Sound 
like someone you would want for a customer?  You bet!  Don’t 
shortchange  these younger generations!  They are going to be 
your best customer!
 Because these two generations are your  up-and-coming 
“best” customer, you might search  for ways to connect with 
them without losing interest from the rest of your customer 
base, particularly the Baby Boomers, because some of them be-
gan the trend of going back to nature.  If you want to read more 
about this, please read David Brooks’ book, Bobos in Paradise: 
The New Upper Class and How They Got There. 

ThE gOOd nEwS:
 Yes, there is lots of good news:  these younger generations 
like/love to shop!  They are the ultimate shopper--and not at 
QVC!  They like to spend time in stores, try out new products, 
test new products, build relationships, and learn!  Another inter-
esting thing about them is they use shopping as a stress release.  
Did you know that three minutes of looking at something green 
relaxes you?
 Think about this, Generation X and Y go around all day 
long with their iPods listening to music--much of which is sad 
(at least that’s what us Baby Boomers would say about it).  Judy 
Alpert showed in her research that happy music creates happy 
people but sad music raises the level of purchasing intention!  So, 
are these younger generations going along with the old adage:  
“When the going gets tough, the tough go shopping?”  Key Idea:  
When you see the younger generation walk into your store with 
an iPod playing, let it play.  Don’t judge what they’re doing.  Pray 
they’re listening to some sad songs!

SO hOw dO yOu TARgET gEn x/y?
 use Technology: Generation X had their first “technol-
ogy” teacher in tenth grade. Generation Y had him/her in first 
grade. I like to say that Generation X is “soft-wired”  for tech-
nology, Generation Y is “hard-wired”  for technology, and we 
Boomers are simply trying to keep our heads above water!  If 
you don’t believe me, the next time you try to Google something 
and can’t find it, give the same task to an Xer or Yer.  They’ll have 
the answer for you in minutes.  Make sure you ask a younger 
Generation Xer, as they are more “hard-wired”  than the older 
ones.  To help you with this distinction, the oldest Generation 
Xer just turned 40, and the youngest is around 28-30!
 have an up-to-date website: The Boomers may have used 
their fingers (Yellow Pages) to find you, but Generation X/Y will 
use the internet — even if it’s the internet Yellow Pages.  Genera-
tion Xers and Yers would much rather shop online,  decide on 
what they want, and order.  You see it everywhere  today: Best Buy, 
order online and pick it up at the store!  Make certain you have 
up-to-date information, your web site is on all the major search 
engines, and you have directions to get them to your place of busi-
ness.  This could be a link to MapQuest  or another direction site.

whAT ABOuT BRAndS?  
 The younger generations are very brand conscious; you 
might want to think about carrying brands.  It’s not about being 
everything to everyone; it’s about offering choices--key choices-
-something that speaks value without adding price.  When you 

X/Y
Attracting 
Generation 

into Your Store



Telling a lie to them will create a tremendous amount of hostility, 
and you don’t need that.  If you don’t know something, tell them.  
They would much rather hear that than a lie.
 2. Practice what you preach.  If they see you saying one thing 
and doing another, they’ll leave.  They see this already at home and 

in their work place, and they don’t want it 
where they are having fun shopping!  Re-
member, this is stress release for them!
 3. Be sincere!  These are not your 
kids, so don’t treat them that way! Value 
and respect them and give them genuine 
sincerity, and that will be returned in kind!
 4. Be flexible!  Whatever your policies, 
keep them flexible.  Remember, Generation 
X and Y want flexibility in their work life as 
well as their home life.  Don’t you think their 
suppliers should give that to them, too? 
 These are just a few ideas to help retail-
ers attract the Generation X and Y markets.  
Target these markets not only because they 
are a significant market segment today, but 
also because they will be one for many years 
to come.  And, remember, the majority of 
them are kinesthetic!  Right up your alley!
	 Linda	Talley	is	a	Houston-based	execu-
tive coach, speaker, and author of Business 

Finesse: Dealing With Sticky Situations in the Workplace for Managers 
and The Daily Win-Building Success One Step at a Time. Sign up for 
her free enewsletter, Success, by emailing us at linda@lindatalley.com 
or online  at www.lindatalley.com.
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bring in certain brands, these help to differentiate your busi-
ness from another,  position you in the mind of these younger 
shoppers (because they are so brand conscious), and  project 
credibility--which creates the emotion and creates a purchasing 
opportunity along with a satisfied and loyal customer.

why Add VALuE?
 Because this is what the younger genera-
tions are buying today.  If they can’t have value, 
they don’t want it.  Keep in mind, they don’t 
want to be sold! The younger generation 
hates salespeople because they consider them 
the “tricksters” of the older generation.  How 
to add value? Give them time and room to 
look, think, decide and at the same time don’t 
get too far away.  They will be turned off by a 
store where they feel they are not being given 
the time or information necessary to make 
the purchase or  being rushed to purchase.  
Give them information, probably a lot more 
than you would ever give to a Boomer.  In 
some cases, more may not be too much.  
Practice your magical abilities to appear and 
quickly disappear at the correct times.  You 
will intrigue the younger generations and at 
the same time not seem too pushy.

wAnT ThE SEAL OF APPROVAL?
 1.    No false claims!  Do what you say you will do.  Genera-
tion Y thinks everyone lies.  Don’t do it with either generation.  

Generation X had 
their first “technology” 
teacher in tenth grade. 

Generation Y had him/her 
in first grade. I like to 

say that Generation X is 
“soft-wired”  for technol-
ogy, Generation Y is “hard-
wired”  for technology, and 

we Boomers are simply 
trying to keep our heads 

above water!

The Original 
POTTery Diva

“original Pottery Diva” t-shirts:
L - XXL available for $10 each (includes tax & shipping)

To orDer, caLL 407-928-7257
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Flower 
Power

By Julia McNair
Do*It*Yourself Crafts 

Creating a beautiful floral plate is easy 
with glass. 
 The most popular sample I have in 
my glass section is one I did on a whim 
because it was a cold winter day and I 
needed to brighten up my spirits.  The 
flower plate looks complicated but is 
quite easy and uses simple techniques to 
create a wonderful finished product.
 To begin with, select your base glass.  
Any size will work, round or square.  We 

usually use clear glass, but a white back-
ground will work; and a black background 

would work with opaque glass.
 Customers always think it must be 
so difficult, but it’s just so  easy!  Making 

flower petals (and leaves) is just a matter of 
making simple cuts.  The length of the petal is 

determined by the width of the glass you are 
using.  Selecting several widths will mean you have 

different sizes of flowers.
 Start with the largest size and make score 

lines in a simple crescent shape, from edge to edge, to 
form your petals.  You can draw your petals in permanent 

marker to guide yourself.  Once your score lines are made, 
use running pliers to break out the individual petals and ar-

range on the glass.  
           Make as many flowers as you would like to have and arrange 

them on your glass.  After you have finished your petals, fill in the back-
ground with waves of color.  You can use blues for sky, or greens for grass 

and leaves, or anything that gives contrast so that the flowers stand out.  Long 
wavy scores work well, as they echo the shape of the petals. 

               You need to tack-glue all of the pieces down so they can be transferred 
to the kiln, then fuse.  This is a project that looks good tack-fused or fully fused and can be 

slumped into shapes such as bowls or plates very well.
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The length of the petal is determined by 
the width of the glass you are using.

Start with the largest size and make score lines in a simple 
crescent shape, from edge to edge, to form your petals.

Use running pliers to break out the 
individual petals and arrange on the glass. 

 Make as many flowers as you would like to have 
and arrange them on your glass.

After you have finished your petals, 
fill in the background with waves of color.

You need to tack-glue all of the pieces down 
so they can be transferred to the kiln, then fuse.

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.



but teach him to fish and he eats for a lifetime. Well, something 
to that effect. The point being that a person taught a skill will far 
better serve themselves. This holds true for your customers, as 
well as, your employees. 
 Our prospective customers often wander in knowing little 
to nothing about what we do or how we do it. Once they have 
decided to become our customers we have an opportunity to keep 
them for a lifetime. The trick to that loyalty is to teach them how 
to be our customer. Teach them that it is our job to work and they 
are here to enjoy. Teach them that we are here for them; they are 
not here for us. Teach them technique for free. Teach them they are 
important and special. Teach them that you appreciate them. Teach 
them these things and they will be loyal to you.
 Our prospective employees often wander in knowing little to 
nothing about what we do or how we do it. (Sound familiar?) Once 
we have decided that they will become our employees we have an 
obligation to teach them. Teach them that being nice is better than 
being right. Teach them that hard work pays dividends. Teach them 
that we are here for them AND they are here for us. Teach them 
they are important and special. Teach them that you appreciate them. 
Teach them these things and they will be loyal to you.
 You see, our employees and our customers are very much 
one and the same. We could not exist without either of them. 
Teach them an understanding of your philosophy and “culture”. 
They will thrive, as will you.

All articles express the views of the author, and the Contemporary Ceramic Studios 
Association does not necessarily agree with content of articles.
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by Angie Verburg, CCSA CEO

 One of my favorite new blogs is by Richard Morse, a CCSA member 
and Director.  Richard is also the director of the very successful Petro-
glpyh	studio	chain	and	is	sharing	some	real	wisdom	and	thoughts.		His	
focus on accountability, motivation, and common sense is very refreshing. 
 You can find the blog at www.kilnofmymind.blogspot.com/
In	case	you	haven’t	yet	read	Richard’s	blogs,	I	thought	I	would	share	a	
few of my favorites with you. Enjoy!

Tuesday, january 1, 2008
 do more for less, it will reward you. 
 All inclusive or studio fee? Add another product stay with 
what you have? More advertising or less? So many questions, 
and really, not a correct answer for the bunch. You can do any of 
these things or none of them. 
 With the steady rise of competition and so many uses for 
discretionary income it is no longer what you do that will bring 
your customers back. It is how you do it. Do what you do the 
very best and there will be no competition. Best greeting, best 
paint talk, best bathroom, best, best, best. Strive daily to make 
your service undeniably superb and people will gladly shell over 
gobs of cash to be in your shop.
 Don’t add a class, teach people for free. Instead of charging 
extra for a new paint or activity, let people try it for free. Create 
lore about your business that will be told to others and returned 
back to you. The greatest thing that you can do for your business is 
to nurture those that frequent it. Simple but sometimes forgotten.

Sunday, december 23, 2007
 Keep your eyes on your own paper. 
 It is so easy to get distracted by the things done by other people. 
It is less easy, but more fruitful, to keep your eye on what is in front 
of you. Keep your own goals in mind, remembering that you are in 
charge of plenty without trying to control the things that others do. 
 Irregardless of what the press, your neighbor, a friend, a vendor or 
a blog happy peer says or does it is up to you to decide your course of 
action. See the routes that others have taken and view them from afar. 
They can only affect you so far as you let them. It is not up to them to 
dictate your business or life nor will they if you don’t let them. 
 Every new twist and turn is just a new opportunity for us 
to grow. Take stock of what your goals are and focus purely on 
those goals. Let all the ruckus and nonsense that happens around 
you fall by the way side and push forward.

Friday, december 14, 2007
 Teach ‘em to fish. 
 The old cliché goes give a man a fish you feed him for a day 

unloading the Kiln in 
MY MinD



P.O. Box 1140 • Lincoln, CA 95648
Phone: 916-772-8480 • Fax: 916-772-8370
Toll Free: 800-418-8878

www.ceramicsunlimited.com

Ceramics Unlimited

#77380 — Mezuzah Wood Grain with Shin; 4.5” T
#77370 — Mezuzah Plain; 4.5” T

#77390 — Mezuzah with Shin at Top; 4.5” T

#77630 — Seder Plate; 12” D

#77570 — Elijah Cup; 4.5” T
#77740 — Small Kiddish Cup; 3” T

#77640 — Tzedaka Jar; 6.5” T
#77790 — Kiddish Cup; 5” T

#77340 — Mezuzah with Shin Centered; 4.5” T
#77350 — Mezuzah with Menorah; 4.5” T

#77360 — Mezuzah Rounded with Shin; 4.5” T

#77420 — Star of David Candlestick; 7.5” T
#91390 — Star Plate; 8” D

#77300 — Star of David Box; 5.25” W#77620 — Seder Plate; 8” D

#77420 — Star of David Candlestick; 7.5” T
#77780 — Matzah Plate; 10” sq.

#77400 — Mezuzah with Star of David on Ends; 4.5” T
#77410 — Mezuzah with Shin & Star of David; 4.5” T

#77510 — Seder Plate with Handles; 16” D

Check Out Our
Judaica Bisque!

NEW! 

NEW! 
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By Lynn Peterson-White; Paint Me Pottery, St. Louis, MO

international 
News

 I have pottery “emergencies” on a regular basis.  I some-
times need a platter for a wedding or 16 plates for a party on 
the weekend.  My regular suppliers can get me what I need in 
three days or less.  There are also five other studios in town to 
call on in my time of need.  Imagine, though, if shipments took 
two months to arrive and, after paying sea freight and customs, 
your costs had doubled!  Two creative women have taken on 
those challenges and more to bring pottery painting to their cit-
ies in Israel.
 In early 2000, 
Cindy Donenfeld 
was visiting her 
sister in California 
and painted pot-
tery at Petroglyph.  
Her son Amit, who 
was six at the time, 
thought it would be 
great to have a place 
like that at home in 
Israel.  The seed was 
planted.  In 2005, 
Cindy left her job because of a conflict with her employer.  “I was 
48 years old and felt like I was at a crossroads in my life...how did 
I want to spend the rest of my life?  I decided I needed a change, 
something that would be fun and fulfill my “inner” person.  A week 
after leaving my job, my decision to open a studio was made.” 

Imagine, though, 
if shipments took 

two months to arrive 
and after paying 
sea freight and 

customs, your costs 
had doubled!

Ke-Yad Hadimyon

STUDIO 
MEMBERS 
IN ISRAEL
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 Cindy started Googling.  She checked  out studio and sup-
plier websites.  She researched  kilns, paints, and brushes.  She 
joined the CCSA in October 2006 and used the resources to 
teach herself about opening a studio.  “I scoured the chatter 
board for information.  I looked at the polls and different threads, 
and that’s how I decided what size paint bottles to order, what 
kind of brushes, how to display my bisque...in general, how to do 
everything!  There is so much information there, just for the ask-
ing!” 
 Having never dipped or fired and with hardly any merchan-
dise on the shelves 
(her initial paint and 
bisque order was 
held up in customs 
for 5 weeks), Cindy 
opened Kerameka 
on December 18, 
2006 in Ra’Anana.  
“When I opened up, 
I had about 7 2-oz. 
bottles of paint, a 
gallon of brush-on 
clear glaze, and 
about 40 pieces of 
bisque purchased 
at a local supplier.  I 
sold bisque, clear 
glazed with a brush, 
and loaded and fired the kiln, thinking to myself, ‘this isn’t rocket 
science...’  And I haven’t looked back since.” 
 Sigal Rosenfeld-Kirsch’s dream to open a studio began when 
she spent two years living in New Jersey, a regular at Color Me 
Mine.  In 2003, she returned to Israel and her job teaching math 
in high school and math education at university.  Two summers 
later, still thinking of opening a studio, Sigal went to the CCSA 
convention in Scottsdale.  Full of motivation, it took over a 
year to find the perfect location.  By accident, Sigal happened 
by Kerameka two days after it opened.  She was opening her 
studio about a half hour away in Modi’in.  “She beat me to it by 
a few months.  We have been great friends ever since.  Talking at 
least twice a week and helping each other in any way possible.” 
Ke-Yad Hadimyon opened in March 2007.  Named for a Hebrew 
expression that means “as you imagine” seems perfectly fitting 
for a dream come true.
 The studios share both joys and problems.  Just getting 
bisque, paint, and other supplies in a somewhat timely manner is 
hard enough, but the additional costs cut in to the bottom line.
 Sigal says, “My biggest concern is pricing.  The standard of 
living is not as high in Israel as in the states.  The paints are very 
expensive here so I need to import them myself.  Because the 
industry is so small here there is no market for bisque.  I have 
a few local suppliers that pour for me, which is very expensive 
and I import some from the states.  So shipping and handling plus 
customs usually double my cost of bisque, paints and glaze.  It’s 
hard to keep prices affordable and profitable at the same time.” 
 Both women have attended CCSA conventions, met the 
faces from the chatter board, and soaked  up new techniques and 
ideas.  Cindy finds her CCSA membership to be indispensable 
and worth every penny.  She hopes more studios will open in 
Israel, believing there is strength in numbers.  Plus it might help 
with pottery “emergencies”.

Cindy finds her 
CCSA membership 
to be indispensable 

and worth every penny.  
She hopes more studios 

will open in Israel, 
believing there is 

strength in numbers.  
Plus it might help with 
pottery “emergencies”.

Ke-Yad Hadimyon

Kerameka

Kerameka
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Christmas 
Ornament 
Painting 
with 
Santa 
Claus!

It was a huge hit.  
Mothers came up to thank us 

for having the event.  
The kids loved it! 

By M. Renee Vogt; Renee’s Ceramic Café, Iowa City, IA

 This year, we tried a new promotion at our studio.  After 
seeing  all the advertising for kids to “come and visit Santa” or 
“come and have breakfast with Santa” to kick off the holiday 
season, it occurred to us that kids should get to have something 
new to do with Santa.  
 We presented “Christmas Ornament Painting with Santa 
Claus!”  It was a huge hit.  Mothers came up to thank us for 
having the event.  The kids loved it!  
 Santa was with us for two hours, and he saw more 
than 50 kids.  Kids came in, picked out two ornaments 
of their choice, and sat down at a U-shaped table we 
had set up in our party area.  Santa talked to them and 
posed for pictures and even helped them paint their orna-
ments when asked.  
 The charge was $5.00 per child.  While we have both bisque 
and plaster items at our studio, we used the plaster ornaments 
for this event.  When the kids were done painting, we brushed 
the ornaments with glaze, sprinkled them with glitter, and dried 
them.  The kids loved that they could take their ornaments 
home with them that same day.  We had several calls the next 
day asking if we were going to do this again.  
 It was an inexpensive and very successful event.  Our 
advertising expenses were minimal.  We ran a small ad in 
the local advertiser, and the rest of the advertising was 
on our website and fliers at the studio.  I recommend 
this event to all studios.
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 What’s the Difference between Glaze Crawling and Glaze 
Starvation?  And other PYOP problems out of the kiln....
 Want to know why your glaze is “popping” off the piece?  
Or, what’s that weird mottling effect? Those teeny, tiny bubbles 
or that large crater looking things?  How do these effects happen 
and what are the solutions?
 All of us have experienced problems with our fired pieces 
that we might not know how to resolve.  The good news is that 
you have a free solution right on the CCSA website.  
 The CCSA Studio Technical Guide is a free, full color manual 
designed to offer you and your employees an overview of the 
majority of bisque, glaze, and firing problems you may encounter.  
It offers pictures and descriptions to assist the identification of 
problems and basic methods of resolving the problems. 
 This is a great way for you to train employees and a good 
review for you.  You might even want to print the pages out, 
laminate them, and put them up in your firing room for review.  
 The CCSA will be soon designing a test based on the guide 
that you can give to your employees or take yourself for credits 
to our new Continuing Ed Program (releasing this summer).
 You can find the CCSA Technical Guide on the Members 
portion of the site under Technical.  
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TECH 
TALK

Studio
Technical

Guide
By Angie Verburg, CCSA CEO

FOR EACh OF ThE 10 PARTiCuLAR 
EFFECTS ThERE iS:
	 •	A	color	photo	and	description	of	the	effect.
	 •	A	list	of	potential	causes
	 •	A	list	of	potential	remedies
	 •	Potential	Fixes	(if	they	are	available)

Cracking Cratering

Milky Appearance Shivering

Crawling Crazing





By Helene Safford, Clay Cafe Studios and the Studio Resource

Biz Buz
A continuing series of business tips based on book reviews
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 Developing art enrichment programs and cutting edge art 
camps is an important part of extending your paint-your-own 
pottery offerings.  Finding resources to help develop curricu-
lums is an ongoing process.  There are lots of resources available 
to public school art teachers and art therapists that provide a 
wealth of ideas easily adapted to pottery painting techniques as 
well as to mosaics, mixed media, and glass. 
 The National Art Education Association publishes a journal 
entitled “Art Education” on a bi-monthly basis.  The articles pro-
duced by education professionals offer unique insights into the 
approaches they take to develop challenging projects for their 
students.  They demonstrate the possibilities available through 
combining formal principles and how their ideas relate to the 
students’ ability to express themselves through art.  “Art Educa-
tion” articles will help you explore the creative process from an 
educator’s perspective. 
 “Scholastic Art” is another 
great resource that is specifi-
cally geared towards introducing 
art projects developed around 
particular artists of every genre.  
“Scholastic Art” is published 6 
times per year by Scholastic Inc.  
The magazine’s advisory board is 

made up of education professionals from schools across the coun-
try.  Each issue is based on one artist such as Alberto Giacometti, 
Kandinsky, Seurat, or an art movement such as the use of color 
by the “Fauvist” artists during the Impressionist period.  Teachers 
submit student projects and workshops that are easily adapted for 
our industry programs. 
 We are all looking for new inspiration to keep raising 
the bar for our art programs and, in turn, raising our revenue 
streams!
 Till next time....

Resources:
 1.  Scholastic Art, Scholastic Magazines, 
     PO Box 3710, Jefferson City, MO 65102, 1-800-Scholastic
 2. Arts & Activities, www.artsandactivities.com
	 3.	National	Art	Education	Association,	www.naea-reston.org

Art Camp and Painting 
with the Masters Resources

We are all looking 
for new inspiration 

to keep raising 
the bar for our 

art programs and, 
in turn, raising 
our revenue 

streams!
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